Math 4-5 Changes Summer 2019

Note that the numbers below refer to the 2019–2020 edition, unless followed by a ('18) in which case they refer to the 2018–2019 edition.

12 slight rewording
44 changed 1 to 1/2, adjusted answer
63 reworded and changed n to x
75 adjusted formatting of limit
101 added to answer
107 slight rewording
150 “if any”
212 four “decimal” places
225 deleted “positive” from real numbers r
253 added letters to diagram
255 refer to diagram directly
257 refer to diagram directly
262 fixed answer
291 changed points and answer
293 delete “continuation”, changed to x = k, adjusted answer
296 new problem
308 new problem
330 slight rewording
369 deleted “however”
376 new problem
401 separated from previous problem to make a new problem
416 “models” how Brook’s pulse...
443 reworded to use “concave up” and “interval”
444 reworded to use “decreasing,” “concave up” and “interval”
453 new problem
462 added request for concavity
581 added “; please do so.”
687 fixed answer
816 moved one problem earlier, was #812(‘18)
817 moved one problem later, was #811(‘18)
863 slight rewording of first sentence
892 fixed typo in commentary
926 new problem, revisiting 212 without approximating
932 fixed typo
941 fixed answer to (c)
963 fixed typo
964 slight rewording, added “Please do so.” added answer
p. 137 added concave up/down to reference section
p. 138 added to definition of decreasing
p. 143 added to definition of increasing
p. 145 added linear approximation to reference section